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TRENDS & FORECASTING 

Challenges for Liberty and Business in a “Post-Digital” World 

 

By Nicholas West 

In the September 2017 issue of Counter Markets I discussed the 7            
biggest digital trends that would shape the future of commerce.          
Much of what I discussed regarding centralized services is         
certainly on pace toward even broader development and        
acceptance, while the trends focused on decentralization continue        
to proliferate. 
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1. Blockchain products and services 
2. On-demand everything 
3. No technical experience needed 
4. Video and voice, augmented and virtual reality 
5. The power of crowdfunding 
6. Online payment options expand 
7. Decentralized cybersecurity 

In a later issue I addressed the arrival of 5G technology that            
nearly every major company is invested in to supercharge the          
digital realm and transform the world into a fully connected          
“Internet of Things.” 

The confluence of these trends is now accelerating the entire          
digital space to the point where it is being theorized that we are on              
the cusp of a “Post-Digital” world. This new era is the stage at             
which technology has become so pervasive that the digital realm          
becomes inextricable from real-world personal and business       
activity. 

It is also a point where almost every business and government           
has integrated data collection and analytics in nearly real-time. In          
such a world, the focus intensifies even further upon the individual           
– for a business it is identifying what a customer wants in order to              
offer customized experiences based on their expressed interests;        
in the case of government it is to identify compliance to rules and             
laws. Both aspects put the trend into a space that will be more             
personal than ever.  

However, the security and privacy concerns that currently exist         
are only being amplified under the current architecture of business          
and government technology. As corporations and governments       
continue drilling down deeper and deeper into our personal         
information to “get to know us better,” most of us have the feeling             
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that we are losing something every time we make a transaction           
with the modern world. 

Let’s look at the implications of an “always-on” Post-Digital world          
and the effects this will likely have on individual liberty and the            
sustainability of commerce in an age where the concept of trust           
continues to erode. 

You are Your Data 

I think most people have come to appreciate when Amazon’s          
artificial intelligence gives a book recommendation that you might         
not have thought to look for on your own, or Netflix suggests a             
movie or show. But few people have given much thought to the            
type of data collection required to offer that predictive function, as           
well as how pervasive this model is. We have come to accept the             
notion of limited terms and conditions that enable technology to          
enhance our efficiency as well as our entertainment. It is only           
when our private data is used beyond what we believe to have            
been the initial scope of our tacit agreement that consumers have           
a serious issue. 

Paul Blumenthal, among others, has traced the origins of this          
system to something Big Tech adopted as its primary source of           
revenue from the beginning – advertisements in exchange for free          
products and services. Once the value was placed upon clicks          
(generated by the time and attention of real humans), it was           
destined to become a runaway train of privacy invasion,         
corruption, secrecy and compliance headaches. 

The business model that we all submit to when we          
unthinkingly click “Agree” on those lengthy terms of service         
agreements, or plug in that Google Home or Amazon Alexa          
your parents bought you for Christmas, was not a foregone          
conclusion when commerce went online back in the 1990s. It          
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came about from a lack of options and a need to show            
profitability to investors. 

In the mid-1990s, businesses and news organizations used        
the traditional advertising model for content production       
previously used by television, newspapers and magazines       
when they went online. It seemed to be the only way to show             
profits to venture capital investors or corporate managers. 

At the time, there was no secure way to transmit payments           
online, making a subscription model impossible. Advertising       
was the only option. 

Ethan Zuckerman, the director of the Center for Civic Media          
at MIT, was one of these early web pioneers. As one of the             
co-founders of the venture capital backed Tripod.com, he        
had to show his investors that the company could pull in           
some kind of revenue. Everything failed except advertising        
and the attendant surveillance of users that could be         
harvested for marketing data… 

Zuckerman regrets the decisions he and the early web         
entrepreneurs made that paved the path to the widespread         
surveillance of human behavior by private corporations. In a         
2014 essay for The Atlantic, he labeled this the “Internet’s          
Original Sin.” -- Huffington Post 

Even the later solutions to this Original Sin have brought new           
problems, as Blumenthal recounts. Google and Facebook both        
claimed to have had consumer interest in mind when instead of           
intrusive pop-ups they switched to an ad network model. But, in           
attempting to create a more user-focused experience through        
more tailored ads based on personal interests (searches and         
“likes”), data collection would become far more important, more         
pervasive, and as we now have learned – more surreptitious. 
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What is being described is the core of the notion that nothing in             
this world is ever free. It’s only now that people are beginning to             
calculate the hidden costs. 

As a result of the myriad public and private companies vying to            
figure out what we want before we want it, the term “surveillance            
capitalism” has now entered the lexicon. As defined by Shoshana          
Zuboff who has written a comprehensive 700-page book on the          
subject, 

“Surveillance capitalism unilaterally claims human     
experience as free raw material for translation into        
behavioural data”, which then is utilised to produce        
“surveillance revenue”, Zuboff writes. 

This can take many forms, from the downright deceptive, such as           
the frequent selling of information to third parties unbeknownst to          
consumers, to Facebook’s latest predatory scandal, to the slightly         
more benign version of “incentivizing” data collection such as         
Google employees walking the street and offering $5 gift cards for           
those who would permit them to have an image of their face. 

George told me the Googlologists handed him a phone in a           
very large case. It was hard, he said, to see whether inside            
was a new Pixel prototype or something older. 

"I basically had to use selfie mode and move my face around            
to get different angles of my face," he said. 

"George," I worried. "They're taking your face and making it          
theirs. Did they at least pay you for it?" 

"He offered me a $5 gift card to Amazon or Starbucks in            
exchange for 5 minutes of me interacting with the phone," he           
admitted. 

"You sold your face for $5?" I asked. 
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"Yeah, well I wanted to see what they'd ask me to do." –             
ZDNet “Google bought my friend’s face for $5” 

Companies like Proxyclick are moving in this direction as well;          
they want to redesign websites to include facial recognition for a           
range of applications. 

Is a human face really worth only 5 bucks these days? What            
about the rest of our data? 

As the Foundation for Economic Freedom notes, it’s hard to pin           
down when there is such a flood of mundane details being           
recorded and analyzed: 

The data collected by tech companies consists not just of          
traditional identifying information such as name, age, and        
gender. Rather, as Harvard historian Rebecca Lemov has        
noted, it includes "Tweets, Facebook likes, Twitches, Google        
searches, online comments, one-click purchases, even      
viewing-but-skipping-over a photograph in your feed."… 

However, calculating the value of user data isn’t that simple.          
Estimates on what user data is worth vary widely. They          
include evaluations of less than a dollar for an average          
person’s data to a slightly more generous US$100 for a          
Facebook user. One user sold his data for $2,733 on          
Kickstarter. To achieve this number, he had to share data          
including keystrokes, mouse movements, and frequent      
screenshots. 

Then of course we would need to consider any given user’s wider            
web of family, friends and associates that could provide even          
greater value than a single user’s isolated data. 

It’s not only big tech, though. The U.S. government apparently          
thinks a Social Security number is also worth just $5. That was the             
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price tag they put on the fine they gave for the massive Equifax             
data breach of 147 million people. 

One thing is abundantly clear: there is a lot of incentive to get a              
hold of our personal information. Here are 2017's biggest hacks,          
leaks and data breaches: 

 
ZDNet 
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Data compromised in 2018 was also troubling. 

As I alluded to earlier, 5G is what is expected to propel us beyond              
the digital threshold into new forms of data collection and real-time           
analysis and transfer. Big Tech and government are both         
salivating over the potential for a 5G-driven Internet of Things; but           
it, too, is riddled with early insecurities.  

In fact, the Internet of Things has repeatedly placed at the top of             
the list of concerns that cybersecurity experts have. Although a          
recent Microsoft survey of 3,000 IT professionals showed that         
88% of respondents said IoT would be essential to their business,           
30% of projects fail in the proof-of-concept stage and 97% of           
respondents were worried about the security of IoT devices and          
infrastructure. Nuvais Group has called it a “security time bomb.” 
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Current smart metering systems in the energy sector, for example,          
have not fulfilled their promise of more accurate metering, nor cost           
savings: 

The manager of the Texas electric grid said Wednesday that          
it should not be forced to fix a data error that increased            
electricity costs by millions of dollars and reprice a block of           
wholesale power sales because generators submit      
erroneous data so frequently it would have to adjust prices          
as often as once a day… 

Ed Hirs, an energy economist at the University of Houston,          
said ERCOT’s argument was astonishing for a regulator that         
has spent millions of dollars to build a computerized market          
model that prices power and measures capacity in 5 to 15           
second intervals. ERCOT’s job is to create an orderly and          
reliable market, Hirs said, but the filing essentially        
described a built-in flaw that encourages any trickster to         
take advantage of it. 

“This is a multi-billion enterprise that is unable and         
unwilling to repair mistakes,” he said. “How does it do          
its job?” – Houston Chronicle 

Since we have been given no evidence thus far that ANY of our             
data is private or secure, and the systems in place do not inspire             
trust, how can it be expected that people will embrace a world            
where medical diagnoses are received by A.I. systems, police will          
patrol and even make arrests based on algorithmic suggestions,         
and information about key infrastructure such as water and         
electricity are measured by smart technology and metered        
accordingly?  
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With nowhere to hide and no personal detail left unmined or           
unhacked, can enough trust be maintained build the economy of          
the future? 

For all of the good that the digital world has done for human and              
economic freedom, I think we can all agree that we are very far             
from an ideal situation given the grave and unnecessary harms          
that have resulted. We are also at a critical juncture where people,            
en masse, are demanding solutions. 

For some odd reason, despite polls that show a downward trend           
of trust in both Big Tech and government, people continue to           
place their trust in government to remedy the situation – and even            
to break up or take over Big Tech! This would only enable an             
open partnership between the two. It’s a recipe for disaster when           
the underlying technology is neither private nor secure and most          
of the players on both sides have repeatedly violated public trust. 

Current public-private partnerships have only amplified the privacy        
abuses online as well as off. Amazon (Ring) and Google both           
have partnered with police and intelligence agencies when there         
has been a presumed separation and no open taxpayer funding. 
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If it’s all rolled into one giant behemoth, transparency will further           
go out the window, probably in the name of national security, and            
their power will increase exponentially as further centralization        
occurs. 

Secondly, governments across the world continue to express        
contempt toward encryption as an individual’s remedy for current         
failures. How can we possibly trust the current Big Tech regime           
taking marching orders from a government with this ideology?         
How can individual liberty and the wider economy continue to          
thrive? 

The realities of our current digital world would already seem to be            
far too complicated for even well-intentioned government       
regulation to handle. Kai Sedgwick, writing for Bitcoin.com,        
perfectly illustrated this “data tsunami” that is upon us. 

In 1973, the internet looked like this: 
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Yes, all of it. Today, your home router connects more          
devices than the entirety of Arpanet did in the early 70s.           
Long gone are the days when the connections that comprise          
the world wide web could be sketched on the back of a            
napkin. As the internet has proliferated and the number of          
connected devices has grown into the millions, and then         
billions, so has the amount of data produced. 90% of all the            
world’s data was generated in the last two years, with 33           
zettabytes created in 2018 alone (one zettabyte equals one         
trillion gigabytes). By 2025, we’ll be creating 175 zettabytes         
annually, and will have another 15 billion devices online,         
largely thanks to IoT. – “Privacy is a Human Right Worth           
Fighting For” 

In the world of the future where nearly all things are connected            
and all data is collected, analyzed and relayed back as          
“recommendations” about all facets of daily life, it presents a          
stunningly complex web of trust and security required to deliver          
such products and services. 
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The current macro trend in the digital world and on into the            
Post-Digital is where governments and providers of technology        
have more anonymity and secrecy than their users, and very little           
liability for any violations. This is no way to build trust and is likely              
not a sustainable economic model either. Think about the number          
of times you have paused when clicking on a link, an ad, a             
download, or an app. How many times have you declined simply           
due to a lack of transparency about what is embedded in that tacit             
contract without your express approval? Is it really necessary to          
read through reams of terms and conditions before making the          
simplest move in the information economy? 

One-sided arrangements that leave a company free to change         
those original terms, delete your participation for any reason, and          
never even have to explain where one might have run afoul of that             
agreement can’t be the best way forward. 

For this situation to change, the entire architecture of how we           
interact with technology has to change. We need to shift from a            
model where customers are abused and extracted from, and offer          
a model where customers are given the tools to add value to the             
new economy. This will be the subject of Part 2 next month. 
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ENTREPRENEURSHIP 

Faith in a Pocket Full of Diamonds: Creating Value 

 

By Vin Armani  

If you have followed my work for any length of time, it is likely that               
you have heard me use the phrase “you can’t be broke with a             
pocket full of diamonds.” This maxim is a summation of my overall            
worldview and it guides virtually every decision I make.  
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At the core of the mantra is the notion that wealth is generated by              
the wealth that we, as individuals carry with us. That wealth, true            
wealth, is comprised of the wisdom and skills that we acquire           
through the hard work of mining reality. If you possess things that            
others find valuable, you will be able to exchange that value in the             
marketplace for the things that you need to survive and prosper.  

People value those things that make their lives better. Being of           
value to others, having “something to bring to the table” is the key             
to accruing wealth. If you want to “make money,” improve the           
lives of others. Successful entrepreneurs know this. It is, in fact,           
self-evident to anyone who has made their own way in the market            
by providing goods or services to the public. Surprisingly, there is           
a common narrative that success in the marketplace comes at the           
expense of the public. While there is certainly exploitation in          
certain sectors of the economy, most businesses succeed        
because they create value.  

In this article I will provide a rational proof for why your overriding             
purpose as an entrepreneur must not be to “make money,” but           
rather to create value – to make the lives of others better. You             
can only fulfill that purpose if you are willing to dedicate your life             
to “filling your pockets with diamonds” and maintaining faith that          
the market will provide. 

The value of economics is as a predictive tool. Whether          
Keynesians or Austrians, economists study the patterns of the         
market’s past in order to model future outcomes and allow both           
individuals and society as a whole to flourish due to having this            
foreknowledge. Simple economics dictates that products and       
services which are in demand will be purchased by consumers.          
This is common sense. So often, however, I see would-be          
entrepreneurs, particularly those seduced by multi-level marketing       
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(MLM) schemes, entering into businesses where they are selling         
items that they, themselves, have no desire to purchase.  

That there is a demand for goods and services is evidence that            
those products and services make people’s lives better, that they          
solve a problem. The more pressing the problem, the greater the           
demand. If you have to “sell” someone on your product, then your            
product does not solve an obvious problem. In an MLM scheme,           
you (and your downline) are the product. What you are being           
sold, and what you are selling, is “becoming rich.”  

One of my business mentors told me, “If you want to make a             
million dollars, you have to make someone else a million dollars           
first.” I thought, at the time, that he was offering me advice on how              
to make a million dollars. He was actually expressing an          
entrepreneurial axiom. Indeed, even if you have made a million          
dollars in a MLM scheme, you have done so only while making a             
million dollars for those above you in the pyramid. Wouldn’t you           
prefer to have made a million dollars by solving some          
fundamental problem that improved the well-being of millions or         
billions of other people rather than simply enriching a handful of           
hucksters? 

“Pleasure is preferable to pain” and “time is all we have.” Those            
are the axioms which drive successful entrepreneurs to create         
value. If you can create products and services that reduce pain           
and suffering in the lives of others, you will reap financial rewards            
positively correlated to the degree of pain reduction you enable. If           
you create products and services that reduce the time necessary          
to complete common tasks, you will reap financial rewards directly          
commensurate with the amount of time you “save” for individuals. 

In the marketplace, wealth comes from solving problems. Value         
creation is problem solving. There is always a challenge in          
knowing which problems you should be focused on, as an          
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entrepreneur, but finding pressing problems is not a challenge at          
all. If you don’t have some issue that is a point of stress for you on                
a regular basis, someone in your closest social circle (family and           
friends) certainly does. We are not unique snowflakes. The         
market shows us as much. If you or someone close to you has a              
pressing problem, it is likely that there are millions of others with            
the same problem who would be willing to pay for your solution. 

One of the biggest pitfalls I have encountered as an entrepreneur           
is misjudging the utility of the solutions I formulate. So often I            
have spent more time than I should on “a solution looking for a             
problem.” This challenge seems to be a common hindrance for          
inexperienced entrepreneurs but even seasoned veterans can       
succumb to this unfortunate rabbit hole.  

In such a scenario, an entrepreneur realizes that he can provide a            
novel good or service that he is also quite passionate about           
manifesting. He then begins casting about for problems that the          
product can solve. In no time, he is presenting his product as a             
panacea for problems people didn’t even know they had. The          
more the entrepreneur pitches his idea, the more he begins to           
sound like a “snake oil salesman.” This is almost always the sign            
of an unsustainable project.  

I had a similar experience when some associates of mine first           
introduced me to QR codes (at the time referred to as “3-D            
barcodes”) in 2005. QR codes are now ubiquitous, particularly in          
the world of cryptocurrency but, in 2005, smartphones didn’t exist          
and the few phones that could take and process photos effectively           
enough to use QR codes were expensive and mostly unavailable          
in the US. My friends had imagined dozens of problems that           
deployment of QR codes could solve but, until Bitcoin came          
along, there really wasn’t a demand for “some way to quickly           
transmit long strings of random letters and numbers from one          
individual to another.” Needless to say, even after spending years          
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plugging their QR business, my associates never earned a single          
dime from their solution. 

Michael Seibel is the co-founder of Twitch and Justin TV, both of            
which were acquired with billion-dollar valuations. Michael is        
currently the CEO of Y Combinator, the legendary Silicon Valley          
incubator that is responsible not just for Twitch, but for companies           
like Airbnb, Stripe, Reddit, and Coinbase. Michael hears hundreds         
of pitches per year and, as a result of his experience, is an expert              
on spotting solutions (start-ups) that have a great chance of          
finding what Y Combinator calls “product-market fit.” 

Product-market fit is when a solution solves an important problem.          
Michael’s metric for assessing whether a problem is important is          
“ubiquity plus intensity plus frequency.” Those solutions which        
have a shot at becoming billion-dollar companies will solve a          
problem that affects nearly everyone, on a regular (daily, weekly)          
basis and causes intense stress.  

The greatest modern example of a company that found such a           
problem and offered a true solution is Uber. People need rides all            
the time. When you need a ride and can’t quickly find one, the             
stress is intense. Uber solved this problem by finding a way to            
leverage people who wanted to earn some extra cash (another          
ubiquitous, intense, and frequent problem). In so doing, Uber         
became a global behemoth while simultaneously launching “the        
gig economy.” Uber created value by leveraging the latent         
resources (individuals with cars looking to make a buck) already          
available in the market. There are very few mobile apps that are            
as valuable to the average individual as Uber. 

Great solutions, those which create an outsized amount of value,          
are generally simple and intuitive. I personally judge start-up         
ideas by what I call “The Duh Factor.” If someone pitches me on a              
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solution, I know it’s good if my immediate reaction is, “Well, DUH,            
isn’t someone doing this already?”  

This reaction is an indication that the product is ubiquitous,          
intense, and frequent enough that I assume someone would have          
already recognized and solved it. There are so many of these           
problems left to be dealt with. Often “The Duh Factor” will be            
limited to those in a particular industry. For example, coffee          
baristas, when they get together, will have a common suite of           
problems. Those problems usually end up being solved by         
entrepreneurial coffee baristas. Look for problems in your own         
industry. Often those problems have “always existed.” Solving        
them will be lucrative. 

You should never expect to have all of the requisite skills needed            
to solve a given problem. When you find a great problem           
(ubiquitous, intense, and frequent) that you are also passionate         
about solving, view that as an opportunity to add diamonds to           
your pocket. Your passion is what will keep you working to           
acquire the skills and knowledge, the “diamonds,” needed to solve          
the problem. Even if your solution ends up not bearing financial           
fruit, the skills you acquired in pursuit of the solution are now            
yours forever. You have become a more valuable actor in the           
overall marketplace. You have created value within yourself that         
will allow you to move forward and bring that value to future            
projects. More than one “failed company” has led to later career           
advancement for the entrepreneur who was courageous enough        
to strike out on her own and seek to solve problems. An unsolved             
problem is still an opportunity, and future attempts at solving that           
problem are given a better chance of success when those who           
have previously attempted to solve the problem can bring their          
wisdom to that project. That wisdom doesn’t come for free.          
Acquire that wisdom. Solve problems. Create value. You can’t be          
broke with a pocket full of diamonds. 
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WEALTH 

Why Tesla and Elon Musk Will Keep Winning 

 

By Jeff Paul 

The appointment made weeks in advance was finally here. My          
wife could hardly contain her excitement. The Tesla sales rep          
greeted her with keys to a brand new Model 3 for her scheduled             
test drive. The poor guy didn't know she was about to thoroughly            
test ludicrous mode on the busy streets of Seattle. After the color            
returned to his knuckles, he said it was the funnest test drive he'd             
ever taken. My wife agreed. 
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The lease on her Nissan Leaf all-electric car is nearly over. It has             
served her well. Its 110-mile range was more than sufficient for           
her short commute. Locating a charging station during longer         
outings wasn't always convenient, but she never ran out of          
charge. No gas, oil changes, or maintenance of any kind was           
required. We even charged it with solar panels for much of the            
time. In short, it's been a great car, but it's always been a             
poor-man's Tesla in her view. 

Besides having far superior technology and more accessible        
charging stations, Tesla is also the sexy brand of electric vehicles.           
Although my wife has a celebrity crush on Elon Musk, that's not            
what I mean by “sexy.” Nobody refers to a Nissan Leaf as sexy.             
More on the importance of this soon. 

The new Nissan Leaf has a significantly longer battery range (226           
miles at peak conditions) with a price tag around $38,000. The           
base model of the Tesla Model 3 starts around $40,000 with a            
peak range of 250 miles per charge. The difference in the monthly            
lease cost is about $35 more to drive a Tesla 3. Which would you              
get? 

The Doubters 

I'm writing this article because Tesla seems to be a frequent           
target of doubters, especially Wall Street pundits. It's not like they           
don't have legitimate concerns. Overall earnings in the auto         
industry are declining, Tesla's stock price has gone from 52-week          
highs to 52-week lows in six months, Musk was fined by the SEC             
for Tweets, top executives left the company, and they've fallen          
short on revenue targets this quarter. Despite that, Tesla         
achieved quite a bit. 

Over the last few months, Tesla has made the following          
accomplishments: 
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● Delivered a record 95,000 units in a single quarter. 
● Raised $2.7B in capital, bringing its cash balance to $5B. 
● Upgraded the Model S/X drivetrain and suspension, giving        

the Model S a range of up to 370 miles, or 81% more than              
the Audi e-tron. 

● Delivered a record number of energy storage products. 
● Hosted an event about autonomy, demoing shareholders on        

the capabilities of what the hundreds of thousands of         
existing Teslas on the road are capable of doing in the           
future. 

● Acquired Maxwell Technologies. 
● Made incredible progress on Gigafactory 3 in Shanghai 

But those aren't the reasons I'm bullish on Tesla. There are many            
less-discussed factors that will propel Tesla to be one of the           
dominant car companies in the near future. 

10 Reasons Tesla Will Dominate The Future 
Industry Shift 

The auto industry is making a big shift toward electric vehicles.           
This trend is evident with nearly every carmaker expanding EV          
offerings. 

Volkswagen announced a complete shift away from fossil fuel         
engines to electric vehicles. Ford has teamed up with VW for this            
monumental effort to build self-driving electric vehicles. 

Other competitors realize they can't do it on their own and are            
teaming up too. Subaru and Toyota are combining resources to          
make EVs. And BMW and Jaguar have joined together to create           
electric car components. 

Meanwhile, Tesla leads them by a large margin. 

Advanced Tech 
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On the Joe Rogan episode that almost broke the Internet with           
nearly 25 million views on YouTube alone, Musk explained how          
he had to re-invent many of the components, like air conditioning,           
to fit into an electric car model.  

The innovations began with a new electric car design powered by           
thousands of laptop batteries and has accelerated to include the          
most advanced autopilot feature on the road. They have amazing          
security features like an alarm, PIN code to drive, Sentry mode           
and more. They even have Easter Eggs like dance mode and a            
dog mode for keeping pets cool on hot summer days. 

Perhaps most valuable, Tesla has developed the best AI chip in           
the world – a 260 square millimeter piece of silicon with 6 billion             
transistors that offers 21 times the performance of the Nvidia          
chips they previously used. Tesla's competitors are just figuring         
out how to implement the old Nvidia chip, while they own the            
patent on this far superior chip that has AI uses well beyond            
autonomous driving (see Neuralink). 

The Verge reported: 

Notably, Tesla says this silicon, with its twin neural network          
arrays capable of 36 trillion operations per second (each),         
will only cost the company 80 percent of what it was paying            
before for that 21x performance gain, and draw little enough          
additional wattage (72W, vs. 57W) that it can continue to          
promise the same range out of each car and without          
impacting the cost. 

Manufacturing Head Start 

Besides its technological advantage, Tesla is also way ahead in          
terms of tooling and manufacturing. As other car companies try to           
get in the EV game, the investment in time and money required to             
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retool and catch up could put many already struggling carmakers          
in jeopardy. 

“While VW has the most ambitious electric vehicle (EV) strategy          
among traditional (manufacturers), it is not yet clear whether this          
will be successful. We have concerns that it could be a bumpy            
road for VW and the entire industry excluding Tesla with adoption           
rates likely falling materially short of expectations,” said market         
analyst Alexander Haissl. 

With Gigafactories 1 and 2 already producing, Tesla expects its          
third factory, Gigafactory 3 in Shanghai China, to start the initial           
production of the Model 3 before the end of the year. 

Tesla's ability to produce essential components for electric cars         
today, especially energy storage, gives them a significant        
advantage. 

Constant Innovation 

Tesla is not content optimizing sales for three models. They are           
innovating new models with obvious appeal. 
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2020 Tesla Roadster – 1.9s to 60mph, 250mph+ top speed, 620-mile range 

During the unveiling of the affordable Model 3 sedan, Tesla also           
showed off its new Roadster supercar and its Semi truck, an           
all-electric battery-powered Class 8 semi-trailer truck prototype       
which is planned for commercial production by the end of 2020.           
Both designs destroy their competition on performance. 
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2020 Tesla Semi – 20s to 60mph towing 80Klbs, 500-mile range 

The Roadster goes from 0-60mph nearly a full second faster than           
the fastest Ferrari (1.9s vs 2.8s for the Ferrari). 

The Semi pulls standard trailer weight more capably, doesn't         
require fuel, goes 500 miles on a single charge, and will be            
autonomous before anyone else. 

In March, Tesla unveiled its affordable SUV Model Y. 
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Tesla Model Y – $47K, 300-mile range, Dual-motor AWD 

And Tesla is set to unveil its Pickup truck model near the end of              
this summer. Perhaps this month. Musk takes aim at the popular           
Ford F150 with a price point starting at $49,000, dual-motor AWD,           
towing capacity of 300,000lbs with a 500-mile range. 

“It’s going to be a truck that is more capable than other trucks,”             
Musk said. “The goal is to be a better truck than a [Ford] F-150 in               
terms of truck-like functionality and be a better sports car than a            
standard [Porsche] 911. That’s the aspiration.” 

Network of Supercharger Stations 
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Tesla Supercharger Map – Source: Tesla.com 

Tesla has a huge head start with its network of charging stations,            
which could eventually replace many gas stations if the EV-trend          
continues. Currently the Nissan Leaf and others have fewer         
compatible charging stations than Tesla. 

Remember when Musk open-sourced his plug and charging        
technology? Few carmakers took advantage of it, yet        
standardization is slowly emerging. 

Although older electric cars cannot use Tesla chargers, type-2 EV          
plugs which Tesla uses are becoming more universal. In         
Australia, all new EVs can use Tesla chargers. In fact, Tesla has            
added “non-Tesla” destinations with “Tesla-only” stations. 

This is just another investment into an infrastructure for potential          
revenue that no other car company recognizes or could easily          
replicate. 

Social and Cultural Capital 

All car brands carry a reputation. Honda and Toyota are thought           
of as reliable. Volvos are thought to be safe. Ford trucks are            
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tough. Mercedes are luxury. Chevy is owned by the US          
government and good for nothing. And so on. 

Can you name one executive from those companies? 

Tesla is owned by a man who can sell 20,000 ($4 million)            
flamethrowers with a few tweets. That is serious social capital. 

I'm sure some people brag on social media about their Ford           
Focus, but nothing compared to the volume of posts by Tesla           
fanboys and fangirls who give glowing testimonials online. 

Joe Rogan repeatedly says it is the best car he's ever owned, and             
he has some badass vehicles. That's expensive marketing, for         
free. At least 40 other popular YouTubers have publicly shared          
experiences with their Teslas. 

Simply put, it's cool to drive a Tesla. Few other car companies            
carry that reputation. Driving an EV, especially the leading brand,          
gives the perception of being environmentally aware - of doing          
your part to reduce air pollution. Driving it makes you feel good. 

Having a cool founder, the best tech, and feeling good while           
driving makes Tesla a sexy brand. Due to that social capital,           
Tesla receives an unending train of free testimonials. That's         
priceless. No other car company can replicate that value. 

Decentralized Data Collection 

Every single Tesla driver is mapping 3D spatial data of every curb            
and pothole on every street, every onramp and offramp,         
shopping-center parking lot, country dirt road, and every driveway         
in the US (and world). This is a significant advantage in the race             
for fully autonomous vehicles. 

Google, Uber, and other self-driving projects have to invest         
additional resources or pay people to get this data. 
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As a result, Tesla's “autopilot” tech is running laps around the           
self-driving competition. According to Wired, Elon Musk promises        
a “really truly” self-driving Tesla in 2020. 

Memberships? 

The majority of cars sit idle for 95% of the time. Capturing this             
excess capacity is Uber's business model. It's not difficult to          
imagine that once reliable self-driving cars are on the roads, fewer           
people will own cars. A single vehicle will be able to service            
dozens of people in a day. Transportation memberships are likely          
to emerge where you pay a monthly subscription fee and can           
summon any type of vehicle in the fleet with an app. This model             
will be much cheaper than owning, leasing, or individual ride          
hailing. 

Tesla is well-positioned to be first-to-market and top brand for          
autonomous transportation memberships. Imagine the perceived      
value of Uber and Lyft being absorbed by Tesla. 

Powerwall, Powerpack, and Megapack 

Tesla is more than a car company. It's more than a technology            
company. It is also a premiere energy storage company. 

Tesla makes the Powerwall which is a battery for homes or small            
businesses to efficiently store solar power or utility energy during          
off-peak hours. They also offer a Powerpack for industrial-sized         
businesses and independent electric utilities. 

Their latest energy storage product, Megapack, is for large-scale         
utility companies. Last year, Tesla installed the world's largest         
battery in Australia, costing an estimated $66 million. In its recent           
shareholder letter, Tesla claimed this Megapack has already        
saved the utility company $50M. 

Just this week, Bloomberg featured an article “A Deluge of          
Batteries Is About to Rewire the Power Grid.” Mary Powell, chief           
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executive officer of Green Mountain Power Corp., a utility in          
Vermont says “It’s the killer app in a vision to move away from             
bulk delivery systems to a community-, home-, and        
business-based energy system.” 

Imagine Tesla disrupting the electric grid. Any other car         
companies doing that? 

Referral Program 

Tesla has a referral program that incentivizes customers to tell          
everyone they know about their car. Customers share a referral          
link and when a friend (or YouTube subscribers) buy or lease a            
Tesla, they get benefits like free charging and entry to win a            
Roadster or Model Y. 

You and anyone using your referral link to buy a Tesla will            
receive 1,000 free Supercharger miles! 

Each referral now also gives you a chance to win a Founders            
Series Model Y or Roadster supercar! Tesla owners who         
already have free Supercharging get two chances to win. 

So in addition to wanting to brag about their Tesla to anyone            
willing to listen, they also get to earn rewards. YouTuber Andy           
Slye won two Roadsters in two months of work promoting Tesla           
with his referral code to his viewers. 

In the Internet age, this is how marketing is done. Other car            
companies are still clamoring to pay for Super Bowl commercials.          
Musk's appearance on Joe Rogan likely has nearly as many          
views/downloads as the previous Super Bowl had engaged        
viewers. This is also how marketing is done in the age of the             
Internet. 
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My wife isn't the only one excited to drive a Tesla. Their biggest             
problem is they can't make them as fast as they can sell them.             
The best problem for a company to have. I'm long Tesla. 
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BITCOIN & SILVER REPORTS 

 

Bitcoin prices ping-ponged last month, bouncing back and forth         
between $9,500 on the low end, and about $13k on the high end.             
Given the sharp move higher in the previous 2 months, this is an             
encouraging sign. The sharp move up didn’t result in a selloff;           
instead we’re seeing price consolidation, a leveling off, and a new           
trading range has been established. Volatility is still quite high, as           
we’ve seen prices go from $9,500 up to $11,800 today in a            
week’s time. But the important thing to note is that buyers are still             
stepping up to the plate and heavily investing into any short-term           
drop in prices.  

Bitcoin has also been moving lately in response to various          
regulatory matters with Facebook’s Libra coin. Many in        
government have called it a threat to the US Dollar, and some are             
even drafting legislation to prevent Facebook from proceeding.        
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Each time there’s news of Libra’s demise, Bitcoin prices tend to           
plummet. On the other hand, each time Facebook expresses their          
intent to lobby and develop a regulatory environment that’s         
healthy for cryptos, Bitcoin prices surge. Ultimately, what’s good         
for Libra will be good for the entire crypto industry, and we don’t             
expect Libra to abandon their plans anytime soon. Government as          
usual will be slow to adapt to the change, and they’ll fight giving             
up control the entire way.  

Aside from Facebook news, we have the US Treasury comparing          
Bitcoin to anonymous Swiss numbered bank accounts, US        
regulators investigating a couple of unlicensed exchanges for        
dealing with US customers, and TD Ameritrade stating they have          
increasing demand from their customers for crypto. The direction         
the news will send prices really depends on the day. Most of this             
is just noise that can be ignored, as the big picture here hasn’t             
changed. Adoption is increasing, usage is increasing, and        
institutional demand is still massive.  

The Bakkt Bitcoin futures program has begun testing its         
long-awaited product, which results in physical delivery at the end          
of each day. Investors and traders from all over the world have            
been signing up to test out the platform. This product alone will            
take a huge amount of Bitcoin out of circulation, as the coins will             
be needed to settle each day’s trades.  

For now the picture remains largely bullish, especially given the          
price movement we’ve seen these past 2-3 months. For those of           
you who don’t own any Bitcoin, we suggest using Coinbase to           
take your first position. Be careful with your position sizing; don’t           
invest more than you’re comfortable losing. Also expect major         
volatility, with possible price swings of 50% or more in a matter of             
days.  
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Silver Update 

 

The precious metals markets continued their climb last month.         
Silver moved up from $15 at the start of the month, to over $16.50              
by the end, which is a massive move for this market. Silver rarely             
moves 10% in a month, so this is a very large move here. Gold              
showed similar gains, breaking out to a new 5-year high last           
month. Looking at both silver and gold, silver is lagging the climb            
upwards. Gold made a new 5-year high, but 5 years ago silver            
was above $20, so we’ve got a long way to go if silver is going to                
catch up.  

One figure worth mentioning is the gold-to-silver ratio. Historically,         
this ratio has bounced between 15 on the low end, and 97 on the              
high end (meaning gold is 15x to 97x the price of silver). Currently             
we’re at an 89, which is approaching the all-time highs over the            
past 100 years. The average gold-to-silver ratio over the past 20           
years is about 60, meaning silver would need to climb all the way             
to $24.50 (another 50%) just to get back to the average value            
relative to gold.  

On the news front we have the expected rate cut from the Federal             
Reserve, which sent both gold and silver rocketing higher this          
month. In addition we have some unexpected escalations in the          
US-China trade war, which sent prices plummeting in the US          
equities market. The Dow has lost over 1500 points in the past            
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couple of days on news of an unexpected round of new tariffs,            
China’s retaliation with a ban on importing US-produced        
agriculture, and a devaluation of the Yuan to make their products           
more affordable around the world.  

The trade war has flared up from time to time over the past couple              
of years, but this was the first big escalation we’ve seen by both             
sides, and equities markets around the world are selling off on the            
news. Additionally, traders and money managers are running to         
gold and silver, which is the main reason prices have moved so            
much in the prior month.  

It didn’t take much to go from all-time highs on the stock market,             
to one that’s loaded with fear and uncertainty. Just today we had            
a market-wide selloff of close to 3%, while gold and silver           
experienced some solid gains.  

At the current price level, silver is still a great bargain, and it’s still              
due to catch up to the move higher that gold has begun.  

For those of you who don’t own any silver, you can find great             
prices from a trusted supplier at Money Metals Exchange. 
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SNEAK PEEK at next issue (September 2019) 
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DISCLAIMER 

This newsletter is not investment, legal or tax advice. The          
information contained here is for educational and entertainment        
purposes only. If you are considering a significant investment into          
any assets or strategies mentioned here, it is best to consult a            
licensed professional. No links will contain affiliates that make         
costs higher for subscribers. 
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